Data flow networks are a paradigm for concurrent computations in which a collection of concurrently and asynchronously executing nodes communicate by sending data over FIFO communication channels. The need to deal with data and the asynchronous communication make reasoning about the semantics of nondeterministic networks very difficult [2] .
Introduction
Data flow networks are a paradigm for concurrent computations in which a collection of concurrently and asynchronously executing nodes communicate by sending data over FIFO communication channels. The need to deal with data and the asynchronous communication make reasoning about the semantics of nondeterministic networks very difficult [2] .
Let V be the set of data items, V* is the set of finite sequences of data item in V. Definition: A data flow node P is a tuple <I P , O P , S P , R P > where I P is the set of incoming channels and O P is the set of outgoing channels with (I P ∩O P ) = ∅; S P is the set of states; s 0 P is the initial state, s 0 p∈S P ; R P is the set of firings. A firing is a tuple <s, χ in , s', χ out > where s, s'∈S P , χ in is a mapping from I P to V* and χ out is a mapping from O P to V*.
The meaning of a firing <s, χ in , s', χ out > is: when the node is in state s and the content of each incoming channel a∈I P starts with the sequence χ in (a), then these sequences may be consumed, while the node change its state to s' and the sequence χ out (b) is produced on each outgoing channel b∈O P . A firing may require/put data only on a subset of the input/output channels of a node.
Definition: A data flow network N consists of a set P N of nodes such that in P N each channel occurs at most once as incoming channel and at most once as outgoing channel. The network is obtained connecting input channels to output channels with the same name.
The channels of the network are of three different types: input channels (I N ) to transmit data items from the environment to a node, output channels (O N ) to transmit data items from a node to the environment and internal channels to transmit data items from a node to another node of the network. The evolution of the network is determined by transitions: i) a firing of a node, ii) the arrival of a data item to an input channel, iii) the output of a data item from an output channel. The semantic of the network is denoted by the set of its traces [4] . A trace is a linearly ordered sequence of events (data items) that may appear on its input and output channels during a computation.
In this paper we model data flow networks by the Lotos (Language of Temporal Ordering Specification) [1] , [3] formal specification language. The model is derived by defining a transformation that maps each node of the network into a process in the process algebras (composed by a set of subprocesses) and then putting these processes in parallel with synchronisation on the common actions to obtain the global behaviour of the network. We prove that given a data flow network N, the observable behaviour of the Lotos specification obtained by the transformation corresponds to the traces of the network in the Jonsson's traces semantic model [4] . The main contribution of the paper is thus to provide a framework where the theory and tools developed for the formal specification language can be applied to reason on and analyse data flow networks.
From Data Flow to Processes
Let DF be the set of data flow networks, DFP the set of data flow nodes and L the set of Lotos expressions, we first give the transformation for data flow nodes γ P :DFP→L, and then we describe the entire transformation γ:DF→L. Without loss of generality, we restrict to networks composed by nodes whose firings satisfy the following condition: all the firings of a node that require data from a given channel, require the same number of data tokens from that channel.
Transformation γ P for data flow nodes
Let P be a data flow node, we define the following actions in Lotos (all Lotos entities are in italic):
I P ={ch | ch∈I P } and O P ={ch | ch∈O P }: ∀ ch∈I P ∪O P , ch is an action meaning that a data item is put on channel ch; if ch∈I P action ch corresponds to an input action from the environment, I P #={ch# | ch∈I P } and O P #={ch# | ch∈O P }: ∀ ch∈I P ∪O P , ch# is an action meaning that a data item is taken from channel ch; if ch∈O P the action corresponds to an output action to the environment; SYNC P ={sync_ch | ch∈I P }: ∀ ch∈I P , sync_ch is a synchronisation action performed by the channel process and the node process meaning that all required data items are available on channel ch, FIRE P ={fireF | F∈R P }: ∀ F∈R P , fireF is an action internal to the node process stating the choice of firing F (which must be one of the enabled firings). Channel Processes. Each output channel is mapped into a FIFO process that only implements the FIFO buffer functionality. Each input channel is mapped into a channel process CP which, in addition to the FIFO buffer functionality, implements a synchronisation mechanism with the node (FIFO and SYNC processes). This is necessary to perform the phase of testing data availability over channel for choosing one executable firing. The FIFO process sends data to the SYNC process. If n is the number of tokens required on the channel, the SYNC process after having received n data from the FIFO process, synchronises with the receiving node process (on the SYNC_ch gate) to signal that all data required on the channel are available. After that, SYNC is ready to send data items to the receiving node process, and to start again to get other data from the FIFO process.
Node Processes. Let P be the name of the node process associated to the node P. P has as many gates as the set of channels of the node plus one synchronisation gate for each input channel: {I P #∪SYNC P ∪O P }. The node process is composed of two subprocesses: a testing subprocess TEST, to test data availability for the set of firings and an execution subprocess EXEC that has the same set of states as the node P and chooses one of the enabled firings executing it. The process TEST is defined as the parallel execution of a set of processes each testing data availability on a single input channel (TESTinp i , inp i ∈I P ). At most one firing each time may be executed so EXEC synchronises with TEST to select one of the enabled firing. If more firings are enabled at a time then a nondeterministic choice is applied to execute one firing. For each firing F k of the data flow node there is a corresponding process EXEC_F k . After having selected the firing F k , EXEC calls EXEC_F k process. The process EXEC_F i i) gets the data items required from each input channel ch such that ch∈I P  F i ; ii) executes an internal computation and puts new data tokens on all output channels ch such that ch∈O P  F i ; and iii) executes the EXEC process again with the new state s' of the node after the firing.
The specification γ P (P) for a node P is obtained by composing channels processes and the node process in parallel with synchronisation on the common actions and hiding all the actions that do not correspond to the external behaviour of the node:
Transformation γ for the Network
We build the specification of the network by taking the SnP processes obtained by γ P (P) ∀P∈P N . We cannot just put these processes in parallel with synchronization on gates with the same name. In fact, output of data items on a channel ch of node Q are represented by the action ch# in SnQ, while input of a data item from input channel ch of node R are represented by the action ch in SnR. In particular an ouput channel ch of a node Q is mapped in SnQ as FIFO [ch, ch#] in order to realise the buffering of output data items while an input channel ch of a node R is mapped in SnR as CP [ch, ch#, sync_ch ] which at its turn is able to buffer data. ∀P∈P N we define O P* ={ch | ch∈O P and ∃R∈P N , ch∈I R } the set of output channels of P that are also input channels of another node of N and O P^= O P -O P *. For all the channels ch∈O P* we remove the FIFO process in the specification SnP, thus obtaining SnP'. Let define O P* ={ch | ch∈O P* }, O P^= {ch | ch∈O P^} , O P* #={ch# | ch∈O P* } and O P^# ={ch# | ch∈O P^} . The global specification of N is now obtained putting the obtained SnP' processes in parallel with synchronization on gates with the same name and hiding all the actions which corresponds to internal channels of the network: A simple data flow network and the graphical representation of the specification derived by applying the transformation are reported in Fig. 1 . 
Conclusion
We have defined a transformation γ from data flow networks to process algebras specifications. The behaviour of γ(N) in terms of the interleaving of observable actions corresponds to the traces of network N in the traces model. This opens the possibility of applying the tools and the theory developed for the process algebras to analyse data flow networks. An important field is verification where the tools of the process algebras can be significantly applied to prove networks equivalence.
